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The turbulent Rayleigh–Taylor instability is investigated in the limit of strong mode-coupling using
a variety of high-resolution, multimode, three dimensional numerical simulations~NS!. The
perturbations are initialized with only short wavelength modes so that the self-similar evolution~i.e.,
bubble diameterDb}amplitudehb) occurs solely by the nonlinear coupling~merger! of saturated
modes. After an initial transient, it is found thathb;abAgt2, where A5Atwood number,
g5acceleration, andt5time. The NS yieldDb;hb/3 in agreement with experiment but the
simulation valueab;0.02560.003 is smaller than the experimental valueab;0.05760.008. By
analyzing the dominant bubbles, it is found that the small value ofab can be attributed to a density
dilution due to fine-scale mixing in our NS without interface reconstruction~IR! or an equivalent
entrainment in our NS with IR. This may be characteristic of the mode coupling limit studied here
and the associatedab may represent a lower bound that is insensitive to the initial amplitude. Larger
values ofab can be obtained in the presence of additional long wavelength perturbations and this
may be more characteristic of experiments. Here, the simulation data are also analyzed in terms of
bubble dynamics, energy balance and the density fluctuation spectra. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1688328#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! instability1,2 occurs when a
low density (r l) fluid accelerates a high density (rh) fluid or,
equivalently, when the ‘‘light’’ fluid supports the ‘‘heavy’’
fluid against gravity. An interfacial perturbation grows
exponentially3,4 until its amplitude becomes comparable to
its wavelengthl. Then, the perturbation becomes asymmet-
ric with the asymmetry increasing with the Atwood number
A[(rh2r l)/(rh1r l). The ‘‘light’’ fluid penetrates the
‘‘heavy’’ fluid as bubbles with a terminal velocity}Al for a
single mode.4–20 If the unstable spectrum is broad, then suc-
cessively larger bubbles rise to the front10,20 and the charac-

teristic wavelength of the dominant bubbleslb grows with
their amplitudehb . For a constant accelerationgA.0, the
growth is self-similar (lb}hb) with19–55

hb5abAgt2. ~1!

The ‘‘heavy’’ fluid penetrates the ‘‘light’’ fluid as spikes,
similar to bubbles atA!1. However, as A approaches 1, the
spikes become narrow and approach free fall⇒gt2/2.

Equation~1! can be ascertained from simple bubble dy-
namics when the bubble diameterDb grows self-similarly
with hb . In particular, a single bubble is found to rise with a
terminal velocity5–16
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Vb5FrAdr
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gDb

2
, ~2!

where dr5rh2r l if there is no entrainment, and Fr is a
constant (;AFroude #). IfDb}hb , Eq. ~2! is solved by Eq.
~1! with

ab5
Fr2

8

Db

hb

Sr

rh
, ~3!

whereSr[rh1r l . In this picture, the key factors determin-
ing ab are Fr,Db /hb , and, implicitly,dr. If there is signifi-
cant diffusion or entrainment into the bubbles as they
traverse the mixing layer, the density contrast will be re-
duced so thatdr,rh2r l and the effective Atwood number
is dr/Sr,A.

The bubbles can grow self-similarly in two limiting
ways. In one limit, the ambient perturbations grow exponen-
tially and independently until they transition to their terminal
velocity whenhb becomes comparable tolb . This produces
a series of saturated modes at successively longer wave-
length withab andlb /hb increasing weakly with the initial
amplitudes.20,21,34,49,50In the opposite limit, the bubbles are
taken to merge to larger and faster bubbles.16,17,32,44–48Since
this involves the nonlinear coupling of newly saturated
modes with ‘‘intrinsic’’ scaleshb;lb , the resultantab is
thought to be insensitive to the initial conditions.23

A historical survey ofab from experiments and numeri-
cal simulations~NS! is shown in Fig. 1. The ‘‘rocket rig’’
~RR! experiments24,25 with g;30g0 (g05980 cm/s2) and a
variety of immiscible liquids verified Eq.~1! with ab

;0.06360.007 independent of A. Experiments by
Kucherenkoet al. ~K! ~Ref. 27! obtainedab;0.063 atA
50.5 and 0.9, and Andrews and Spalding~AS! ~Ref. 26!
obtainedab;0.07 atA!1. A comprehensive variation ofA

on the Linear Electric Motor~LEM! ~Ref. 30! yielded ab

;0.0560.005 when surfactants were used to reduce the sur-
face tension (ab⇒0.06 without surfactants!. In addition, the
leading bubbles were analyzed at variousA to obtain a self-
similarity ratio of Db /hb;0.5460.07rh /Sr. The first NS
~Refs. 23, 25, 31, 35, 36, 38, 39! conducted in two dimen-
sions ~2D! without front-tracking ~FT! obtained ab

;0.035– 0.05. Larger values ofab were expected in 3D
since single modes grow faster~larger Fr! than in 2D. In-
stead, the highest resolution 3D simulations35,38–42obtained
ab;0.03. Simulations with FT obtained larger valuesab

;0.05– 0.08 in both 2D~Refs. 32, 33, 48! and 3D~Refs. 14,
17, 43, 44!, and this was associated with the reduction in
numerical diffusion. However, Glimmet al.32 also reported
that ab decreased to as small as 0.038 late in time as the
bubble ‘‘connectivity’’ ~entrainment! increased. When en-
trainment was reduced in the LEM~Ref. 30! by increasing
the surface tension 50-fold,ab increased by 20%. Unfortu-
nately, this also imposed long wavelength initial perturba-
tions and these can also increaseab .21,22,31,34,40,49Although
these various results can be confusing, they do suggest that
entrainment and the initial conditions can affect the value of
ab .

In this paper, we investigate some of these issues by
comparing a variety of multimode RT simulations quantita-
tively. We consider only the limit that is dominated by mode-
coupling because the resultingab is thought to be insensitive
to initial conditions. This is accomplished by imposing only
short wavelength perturbations so that long wavelength
modes are generated solely by nonlinear mode-coupling. The
NS appear to be converged since we obtain similar results
with different zoning: 12831283256 and 25632563512.
The main emphasis is on the mixing of miscible fluids~low
Schmidt number! at high Reynolds number in which a

FIG. 1. ~a! ab vs total number of
zones from previously published simu-
lations. Squares indicate simulations
with interface reconstruction.~b! His-
togram from previous experiments.
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Kolmogorov-type spectrum is expected with significant dis-
sipation in energy and density fluctuations. However, sub-
zone mixing reduces the density contrast and this raises the
concern that, in the simulations without interface reconstruc-
tion ~IR!, entrainment may be overestimated due to excessive
numerical diffusion. Hence, we compare NS with and with-
out IR. With IR, subzone mixing is reduced significantly but
it is replaced by an equivalent small-scale entrainment so
that ab remains the same. This may be characteristic of the
mode-coupling limit since mode-coupling produces both
shorter and longer wavelength modes and the former pro-
motes entrainment and diffusion. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows.

We first describe the codes in Sec. II. Then, in Sec. III,
we evaluate the codes with single mode studies at different
resolutions particularly since the imposed modes are near the
resolution limit. The exponential growth rate at small ampli-
tude is compared with analytical solutions to ascertain the
effective numerical viscosity for short wavelength modes.
The terminal velocity at large amplitude is then used to ob-
tain Fr for periodic modes and this is compared with poten-
tial flow theory.10–12

Section IV describes the multimode results. The ampli-
tudes are found to obey Eq.~1! with very good agreement
among the NS in most physical quantities including the
asymptotic values ofab . However, the calculatedab are
40% smaller than observed experimentally and this is impor-
tant becauseab is used to calibrate mix models.25,31,46–57

To clarify the difference inab and to further evaluate the
NS, the dominant bubbles are analyzed in terms of the ex-
pected self-similar dynamics in Sec. V. In particular, we
verify self-similarity by calculating the characteristic diam-
eter of the dominant bubblesDb using the autocorrelation of
the bubble front. We also calculate the average density of the
dominant bubbles and find that it isrb;2r l due to diffusion
without IR or entrainment with IR. Whenrb is used instead
of r l in dr in Eq. ~2!, we find that the leading bubbles have
an Fr;1 consistent with RT experiments7,30,46,49and single
plumes.8 Similalry, if rb is used to calculate an effective
Atwood number (rh2rb)/(rh1rb);0.2 in Eq.~1!, then the
effectiveab;0.06 is more like the experiments.

Section VI contains an analysis of the kinetic, potential
and dissipated energies. ForA!1, ab is found to be propor-
tional to the kinetic/potential energies. Then, by energy con-
servation, the low value ofab in the NS is consistent with
the dissipated energy which is;50% of the converted po-
tential energy. This can also be related to the dissipation of
density fluctuations as described previously.

In Sec. VII, the volume fraction fluctuations are charac-
terized by their Fourier power spectrum and found to obey a
Kolmogorov-type spectrum with an inertial range given by
Db . The dissipation scale is found to agree with the Kol-
mogorov wavelength calculated with the numerical viscosity
obtained from the single mode studies.

Finally, the results are summarized in Sec. VIII. The
substantial agreement among the NS~with and without IR!
and with analytical linear and nonlinear bubble dynamics
indicate that the numerical results are reasonable. This is
supported by the spectral analysis that suggests that over

90% of the fluctuations are resolved late in time. As a result,
the discrepancy inab between NS and experiments may be
attributable other physical attributes such as differences in
the initial perturbations.

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS „NS…
AND CONFIGURATION

A. Properties of NS

This comparative study is performed with seven codes
from five different institutions as summarized in Table I. The
Eulerian type codesTURMOIL3D, FLASH, WP/PPM, NAV/STK,
andRTI-3D do not have interface reconstruction~IR!, whereas
the ALE codesHYDRA and ALEGRA have IR capability. All
are forms of monotone-integrated large-eddy simulations
~MILES! such as described in Ref. 59. MILES techniques
are favored for our RT test case because the Monotonic nu-
merical methods are able to treat the initial density disconti-
nuity without generating spurious oscillations. The multi-
mode NS are conducted with two zone configurations: 128
31283256 and 25632563512. TheTURMOIL3D andHYDRA

simulations are conducted in both zone configurations for a
more direct comparison. Since IR is computationally inten-
sive, they have only been conducted with the coarser zoning.

It should also be pointed out that the compressible codes
~all exceptRTI-3D! conserve the mass fraction in order to cast
the evolution equations in conservative form. The volume
fraction is inferred from the mass fraction using pressure
balance in each zone and is not strictly conserved. This may
introduce an error in our bubble and spike amplitudes since
they are determined from the volume fraction because it is
useful nearA51 ~and to compare with incompressible NS!.
Here, this error should be small because our test problem is
nearly incompressible.

1. TURMOIL3D

TURMOIL3D is a compressible Eulerian code which uses
the explicit numerical method of Youngs60 on a staggered
Cartesian grid. The interface tracking method described in
Ref. 60 is not used. Instead, an additional equation is solved
for the advection of the mass fraction of one of the fluids.
The calculation for each time step is divided into two phases.
First, the Lagrangian phase advances the velocity and inter-
nal energy by solving the Euler equations using a second-
order-accurate nondissipative time integration technique. In
the absence of gravity this conserves the sum of kinetic plus

TABLE I. Code types and names.

Institution Code Method Zoning IR

AWE TURMOIL3D Eulerian 25632563512 No
12831283256 No

U. Chicago FLASH P-P-M 25632563512 No
LLNL WP/PPM P-P-M 25632563512 No
LLNL NAV/STK N-S 25632563512 No
Texas A & M RTI-3D Eulerian 12831283256 No
LLNL HYDRA ALE 25632563512 No

12831283256 Yes and No
Sandia NL ALEGRA ALE 12831283256 Yes and No
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internal energy. In the second phase, the fluxes across cell
boundaries are calculated for all fluid variables by using the
third-order-accurate monotonic advection method of van
Leer.61 Operator splitting is used inX, Y and advection inZ is
calculated in separate steps. The monotonicity constraints in
the advection phase give sufficient dissipation of velocity
and concentration fluctuations at high wave number to make
an explicit sub-grid-scale model unnecessary. The advection
phase conserves mass, internal energy and momentum but
the kinetic energy is dissipated. The dissipation in each cell
for each time step is calculated using the formula of DeBar62

and added to the internal energy. Hence the DeBar formula
gives a direct estimate of the sub-grid-scale energy dissipa-
tion.

2. FLASH

FLASH is an adaptive-mesh compressible hydrodynamics
code developed for astrophysical flows. The hydrodynamics
module solves Euler’s equations using the Piecewise Para-
bolic Method~PPM!.63 The PPM scheme uses parabolas to
interpolate between zones on a Cartesian grid in order to
better represent smooth spatial gradients than linear interpo-
lation schemes. Mesh adaptivity is handled by the
PARAMESH library,64 which utilizes a block-structured grid
organized by a tree structure.FLASH is designed for
massively-parallel distributed memory architectures, and
uses the Message Passing Interface65 for portability. A com-
plete description of the code including the results of test
calculations is given in Fryxellet al.,66 and the results of
performance tests are discussed in Calderet al.67

3. WPÕPPM

This code uses a version of PPM described by Wood-
ward and Porter68 that is a higher-order extension of Go-
dunov’s method69 of a type first introduced by van Leer70 but
with a MUSCL algorithm that is better suited for strong
shocks. The compressible Euler equations are evolved using
a procedure that is directionally split and entails taking a
Lagrangian step followed by a remap onto the original Car-
tesian grid. The introduces an intrinsic dissipation for scales
comparable to the zone size.

4. Navier –Stokes ( NAVÕSTK)

The NAV/STK code is similar to theWP/PPM code de-
scribed above but with an explicit physical viscosity

v;0.21AAgD3. ~4!

In addition, there is a thermal conduction with the thermal
diffusivity equal to the kinematic viscosity.

5. RTI-3D

RTI-3D is an incompressible 3D code described by
Andrews.71 The code is third order accurate and uses van
Leer61 limiters for advection of momentum and scalars to
prevent nonphysical oscillations. Volume-fractions are used
to mark the different density fluids and a conjugate gradient/
multigrid method is used to solve a Poisson equation for
pressure corrections.

6. HYDRA

HYDRA ~Ref. 72! is a radiation hydrodynamics code with
arbitrary Lagrange Eulerian~ALE! capability. The hydrody-
namics equations have an artificial viscosity to stabilize
shocks and are solved during the Lagrange phase using a
predictor–corrector time integration. This is followed by an
advection phase that uses a modified vanLeer method. The
code can be used with and without interface reconstruction
~Ref. 60, p. 273! to resolve different materials.

7. ALEGRA

The ALEGRA ~Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian General
Research Applications! code is Sandia’s next-generation,
large-deformation, shock-physics code. The code uses an
ALE formulation on an unstructured mesh as described in
Ref. 73. The user may choose whether to run the code in a
purely Eulerian mode~stationary mesh!, purely Lagrangian
mode ~comoving mesh and fluid!, or an arbitrary combina-
tion of the two. The RT simulations presented here were run
in the purely Eulerian mode, using a simple Cartesian but
formally unstructured mesh. For such hydrodynamic instabil-
ity problems, the code has two options for mixing the two
fluids. One is to permit the two fluids to mix via numerical
diffusion, resulting in intermediate densities in cells contain-
ing both fluids. The other is to use an interface reconstruction
scheme to keep the fluids separate, resulting in some cells
containing both fluids with an approximate ‘‘surface’’ sepa-
rating them. The IR scheme used inALEGRA is a modified
version of an algorithm created by Youngs.74

B. Initial equilibrium and perturbations

The computational domain is a 3D box with horizontal
widths L510 cm inX andY and height 2L in Z. A vertical
slice and density profile are shown in Fig. 2. The hydrostatic
equilibrium is chosen to be adiabatic

r5r0S 12
g21

g

r0gz

P0
D 1/~g21!

~5!

with r05rh for Z.0 andr05r l for Z,0 and an ideal gas
constantg55/3. The present NS are performed in a nearly
incompressible regime by choosingP052p(rh1r l)gL
5500 dyn/cm2 to conform with most previous experiments
and to limit the vertical density variation~,6%!. The effec-
tive density contrast~and A! is even more constant in the
adiabatic equilibrium because bubbles~spikes! expand~con-
tract! as they rise~fall! in the adiabatic atmosphere. These
conditions keepA nearly constant as the mixing region
grows. Of course, there is a significant penalty for working
in such an incompressible regime because the Courant time
step is small.

The initial perturbations are defined as modal amplitudes
and they are used to distort the mesh inHYDRA. In FLASH,
they are converted to velocity perturbations using linear
theory and applied to a square mesh. In the remaining codes,
the initial mesh is square and the amplitudes are converted to
equivalent density perturbations in the horizontal planes
above (rhh0 /D for h0.0) and below (h0,0 as r lh0 /D)
the interface, whereD is the zone width.
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Throughout this paper, we use a nomenclature for each
case that starts with the letterS for single mode simulations
andM for multimode simulations. This is followed by three
digits representing the number of transverse zones per side.
The geometry is 3D with a square cross section of widthL
and a height of 2L. For example, a single mode NS with a
zoning of 16316332 is called S016 and a multimode NS
with 25632563512 is called M256. The initial conditions
for each NS is described separately.

III. SINGLE-MODE STUDIES

Single mode calculations in 3D are used to evaluate the
NS by comparing the results with analytical solutions as the
zone widthD is varied. At small amplitude, the exponential
growth rate is compared with its theoretical value with vis-
cosity to infer an effective numerical viscosity. At large am-
plitude, the NS are used to calculate the single bubble termi-
nal velocity to infer Fr, which is then compared to the
potential flow result. In bubble models, Fr is directly relevant
to ab .

The single mode NS were performed with the same hy-
drostatic equilibrium described in Sec. II B and a square-
mode initial perturbation

h0~cm!50.01@cos~kx!1cos~ky!# ~6!

with l510 cm. The bubble and spike amplitudes are calcu-
lated by interpolating for the 50% volume fraction contour.
The evolution of the bubble amplitude and velocity is exem-
plified for HYDRA in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! for l/D54, 8, 16,
and 32. The solid lines are without IR and the symbols are
with IR, both with the same color coding. The initial growth
at small amplitude follows cosh(Gt) as expected from linear
theory and it is used to infer~by fitting! the exponential
growth rateG. Then, at large amplitude, the bubble transi-
tions continuously to a nearly constant velocity which is

compared to Eq.~2! to infer Fr. All codes exhibit reducedG
and Fr as the numerical resolution is degraded.

The variation ofG with resolution (kD) is shown in Fig.
4~a!. When scaled to the classical growth rateAAkg, G
is seen to decrease withkD ~as the resolution decreases!.
Here, this is attributed to a numerical viscosity by fitting the
NS results to the RT dispersion relation~dotted line! given
by Eq.~121! of Chandrasekhar.3 For A;1, Eq.~121! reduces
to75

G22Akg;24vk2G14k4v2~A11G/k2v21!. ~7!

For smallerA, the solution to Chandrasekahr’s Eq.~121!
differs from that to our Eq.~7! by ,3%. We scale the kine-
matic viscosity

v;ÃAAgD3 ~8!

with a coefficientÃ that is varied@lines in Fig. 4~a!# to fit the
growth rates from each code. We find 0.18<Ã<0.51 as sum-
marized in Table II. The accuracy of this method is exempli-
fied by WP/PPM ~Ã;0.28! and NAV/STK ~Ã;0.53! because
the latter is identical to the former except with an explicit
viscosity~and thermal diffusivity! given by Eq.~4!. The dif-
ference between theWP/PPMandNAV/STK resultsdÃ;0.25 is
similar to the additional physical viscosityÃ;0.21. The
20% discrepancy is a reasonable uncertainty in the viscosity

FIG. 2. Initial vertical density profile for 3D box of widthL and height 2L
filled with ideal gases of specific heat ratiog, initial interface pressureP0

and accelerationg.

FIG. 3. ~Color! Temporal evolution of 3D single modes for various zoning
from HYDRA. ~a! Amplitude and~b! bubble velocity. Lines are without inter-
face reconstruction~IR! and symbols are with IR.
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using this method. It should be noted that the numerical dis-
sipation in second order techniques are nonlinear and our
inferred viscosity may be most applicable at short wave-
lengths.

At large amplitude, the terminal bubble velocity is char-
acterized by Fr in Fig. 4~b! and Table II for each code. To
obtain Fr using Eq.~2!, it is first necessary to relate the
bubble diameterDb to the periodicity wavelengthlb , which
must include the spike width. The spike is similar to the
bubble atA50 by symmetry so thatlb;2Db and relatively
narrow atA51 because it is in free fall so thatlb;Db . For
intermediateA, Daly76 suggested the simple relation

lb;Db

rh1r l

rh
. ~9!

With this substitution, Eq.~2! becomes

Vb5FrAAglb/2 ~10!

which has been used in previous single mode NS.49 Fr is
inferred from Eq.~10! using the terminal velocity at large
amplitude such as that shown in Fig. 3~b!. As with G, Fr is
found to decrease withkD, but it converges much faster than
G. This may be due to the fact that more vertical zones are
utilized in the nonlinear phase sincehb.lb .

IV. MULTIMODE SIMULATIONS

The multimode study is initialized with perturbations de-
signed to investigate the self-similar RT instability when
dominated by mode coupling. This limiting case is expected
to be the least sensitive to initial conditions because it in-
volves the nonlinear coupling of saturated high-k modes of
intrinsic scalesh;1/k. To assure that the low-k modes are
generated exclusively by mode coupling, the initial perturba-
tions are chosen to have finite amplitudes only in an annular
shell in k-space at the largest resolvable wave numbers,
namely, modes 32–64 for the M256 configuration and
16–32 for M128.

A. Initial perturbations

The initial interface perturbations are taken to be

h0~x,y!5 (
kx ,ky

ak cos~kxx!cos~kyy!

1bk cos~kxx!sin~kyy!1ck sin~kxx!cos~kyy!

1dk sin~kxx!sin~kyy!, ~11!

with a rms amplitudeh0 rms;331024 L. The amplitude pro-
file h0(x,y) is shown in false color in Fig. 5~a! on a zonal
basis. The full image is used for M256 and only the lower
left quadrant is used for M128, but both representL
510 cm. The corresponding spectral amplitudesak , bk , ck ,
dk are chosen randomly within an annulus as shown in Fig.
5~b! (k50 in image center!. However, as seen in Fig. 5~c!,
M256 is finite only between modes 32–64 with average am-
plitude;531026 L, whereas M128 is comprised mainly of
modes 16–32 with amplitude;1025 L.

The initial amplitudes were converted to velocity pertur-
bations inFLASH by applying linear theory on a mode by
mode basis, namely,

ḣ0~x,y!5 (
kx ,ky

G~k!@ak cos~kxx!cos~kyy!

1bk cos~kxx!sin~kyy!1ck sin~kxx!cos~kyy!

1dk sin~kxx!sin~kyy!#. ~12!

Of course, linear theory is applicable sinceak , bk , ck , dk

!1/k.
The evolution of the mixing zone is exemplified in Fig. 6

with the isosurfaces off h50.99~volume fraction of ‘‘heavy’’

FIG. 4. ~Color! ~a! Scaled exponential growth rate and~b! bubble Froude-
type number Fr vskD, whereD5zone size.

TABLE II. Single mode viscosity coefficientÃ in Eq. ~8! and Fr using
Eq. ~23!.

Simulation Ã Fr

TURMOIL3D 0.23 0.60
FLASH

NAV/STK 0.53 0.60
WP/PPM 0.28 0.60
RTI-3D 0.22 0.61
ALEGRA 0.50 0.65
ALEGRAIIR 0.45 0.67
HYDRA 0.31 0.64
HYDRAIIR 0.31 0.65
Average 0.3560.12 0.6360.03
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fluid! from TURMOIL3D at Agt2/L55 and 22. In the early
time, there are many bubbles but they already have larger
wavelengths than the imposed modes. As they penetrate fur-
ther, the bubbles increase in size as would be expected from
self-similarity. In the following, we analyze the 3D data
fields from each NS to quantify the growth rate, self-
similarity, molecular mixing, energy dissipation, and fluctua-
tion spectra to compare the NS with each other, experiments
and dynamic bubble models.

B. Species concentration „volume fraction … profiles

The fluid interpenetration is characterized in terms of the
species concentration or volume fraction of the ‘‘heavy’’
fluid f h averaged in the spanwise direction

^ f h&5E E f hdxdy/L2. ~13!

The bubble and spike amplitudeshb and hs are defined by
theZ-location of thê f h&599% and 1% points, respectively,
relative to the interface. Vertical profiles of^ f h& are shown in
Fig. 7 for ~a! early and~b! late times. The colored lines from
simulations are in good agreement with each other and the
gray points are taken from LIF images on the LEM atA
50.32. When normalized tohb , the early and late profiles
are similar indicating that the evolution is self-similar. The
profiles are nearly linear and symmetric characteristic of low
A with hs /hb;1.17.

Sincehb andhs can be subject to statistical fluctuations
particularly late in time when there are few bubbles, An-
drews and Spalding26 defined the integral mixing width

W[E ^ f h&^ f l&dz ~14!

which measures the overlap of the heavy^ f h& and light^ f l&
fluids wheref h1 f l51. For a linear symmetric profile char-
acteristic ofA;0, one findsW/hb51/3. The simulation pro-
files in Fig. 7 yield W/hb;0.31 in reasonable agreement
with W/hb;0.33 for the LEM experiments.30

C. Amplitude evolution

The evolution ofW, hs , hb is compared with the ex-
pected self-similar form of Eq.~1! in Figs. 8–10, respec-

tively. The solid and dashed lines represent the M256 and
M128 simulations without interface reconstruction~IR!.
Only the M128 simulations were performed with IR because
IR is computationally intensive. They are represented as1
signs with the same color coding as the NS without IR. The
gray points represent LEM experiments taken from laser im-
ages atA50.32 for W and also with backlit photography at
A;0.3– 0.5 forhb andhs .

The amplitudes and displacement are normalized to the
other natural lengths in the problem to compare with experi-
ments over a similar dynamic range of scales or~turbulent!
regimes. Two scales that represent the limits in the problem
are the box widthL and the initial dominant wavelengthl0 .
The dominant initial model0 is important because it is first
to grow exponentially and saturate nonlinearly. This begins
the self-similar evolution toward longer wavelength and
lb /l0 is indicative of the total number of bubble merger
generations.32 The box width is important because it defines
the maximum possible wavelength. Whenlb grows toL, the
self-similar evolution withhb}t2 ceases and the bubble
coasts at the terminal velocity Eq.~9! so thathb}AAgLt.
Thus,L/l0 defines the dynamic range of scales over which
self-similar evolution can occur in any given system. This is
similar to using the Reynolds number Re to characterize a
RT flow sinceL/l0;Re2/3/4p when l0 is determined by
viscosity @see Eq.~15! below#. However, L/l0 is a more
general characterization than Re because it can be applied
whenl0 is determined by any physical attribute like surface
tension~RR,LEM!, ablation flow~laser fusion! or viscosity.

In the NS, the most unstable mode is found by solving
Eq. ~7! with the numerical viscosity of Eq.~8!. This yields3,75

kp;0.5S Ag

v2 D 1/3

;
0.5

Ã2/3D
~15!

with a peak growth rate

G~kp!;0.65AAkpg. ~16!

For the average value in the NSÃ;0.3560.12, Eq.~15!
implies that the most unstable mode is 40 for M256 and 20
for M128. These modes lie well within the annular initial
spectrum and correspond tolp52.5 mm for M256 and 5 mm
for M128 with G;3.3 s21 and 2.3 s21, respectively.

FIG. 5. Initial perturbations in~a! physical and~b! wave number space.~c! Lineouts alongX-axis for M256~solid! and M128~dotted!. Root mean square
amplitude is 331024 L.
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In most experiments and all with the LEM, the fluids
were immiscible and the fastest growing wave was deter-
mined by surface tension,3 namely,

kp;Adrg/3s ~17!

and

G~kp!;0.82AAkpg. ~18!

For the typical set of LEM parameters,A;1/3, g;50g0 ,
s;4 dyn/cm2, the initial dominant mode haslp;1 mm, and
G;800 s21. Since we expect the initial spectrum in the ex-
periments to be broad and continuous, the most unstable
mode will dominate initially so thatl05lp . Thus, the self-
similar evolution can occur over a dynamic range ofL/l0

;40 for M256 and 20 for M128, whereas experiments have
a broader rangeL/l0;73.

Normalizing to these scales helps to clarify the evolution
in Figs. 8–10 in which the amplitudes grow rapidly initially
and then asymptote to a smallerab . The transition is related
to the saturation of the imposed initial amplitudes and this
launches the mode-coupling phase. The transition occurs
nearhb /L;0.15 orAgt2/L;2 for M256 andhb /L;0.3 or
Agt2/L;4 for M128. This distinction is normalized out by

scaling tol0 because the transition begins nearhb /l0;4 or
Agt2/l0;50 in both cases. For example, atAgt2/l0;50,
the imposed modes would have been amplified by cosh(Gt)
;105 @using Eq.~16!# to hb;1 – 2 cm. This means that they
would be nonlinear sincehb;4l0 and this is consistent with
the aspect ratio of the dominant bubblesDb /hb;1/3 ob-
served in Sec. V. Thus, for our annular initial spectra, the
transition in growth rate seems to begin when the first domi-
nant bubble haslb;l0 ~mode 32 for M256 and 16 for
M128! at aboutAgt2/l0;50. ab then decreases because the
growth mechanism changes from the amplification of the
imposed modes to the mode-coupling process~Table III!.
The experiments do not exhibit such a strong a transition and
grow faster than the NS possibly because they have a broad
initial spectrum and the amplification process extends
throughout.

To confirm that the differences between the M128 and
M256 cases are due to the initial mode structure rather than
the zoning, Youngs performed an additional 25632563512
simulation initiated with modes 16–32 similar to M128. The
result, indicated by the solid line in Fig. 11, reproduces
Youngs’ M128 and M256~dotted and dashed lines!. We thus
conclude that the evolution of the mixing zone is more sen-

FIG. 6. ~Color! Isosurfaces fromTURMOIL3D where ‘‘heavy’’ fluid concentration50.99.
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sitive to the initial perturbation spectrum than the zoning. Of
course, the fine scale features and dissipation scale will de-
pend on zoning, but these are much smaller than the inertial
scales that determineab asymptotically.

D. Analysis for ab

The bubble acceleration constantab is obtained here by
differentiating hb with respect toAgt2 and the result is
shown in Fig. 12. The evolution ofab exhibits the transition
between the amplification of the imposed modes and the
mode-coupling phase. This occurs nearAgt2/l0;50– 100
when all of the imposed modes in our annular spectrum have
saturated. Then,ab decays from a peak value of<0.1 as the
saturated modes couple nonlinearly to longer wavelengths.
As seen in Figs. 8–11, the steady state value ofab;0.025 is
obtained at different values ofAgt2/L;6 and 12 for M256
and M128 but at the same value of nearAgt2/l0;250 for
both.

The asymptotic values ofab are summarized and com-
pared with published experiments in Fig. 13. The values as-
cribed to the NS are averaged overAgt2.200l0 and the
reported experimental values are shown in histogram form.
The sample average and variance areab;0.02560.003 for
the NS andab;0.05760.008 for the experiments. This dif-
ference is consistent with the historical record in Fig. 1. It
should be emphasized that the value ofab from these NS

should be regarded as a lower bound due to mode coupling
since long wavelength modes are not imposed explicitly. As
such, this low value is insensitive to the initial conditions
because it is due to the nonlinear coupling of saturated
high-k modes. If the initial spectrum has significant long
wavelength components, they will grow exponentially and
increaseab , as shown explicitly by Linden, Redondo, and
Youngs.40 Further NS with broadband initial perturbations
are required to clarify these issues.

V. SELF-SIMILAR BUBBLE DYNAMICS

In lieu of a theory forab to ejudicate the discrepancy
between NS and experiments, it is helpful to construct
models for ab based on well known bubble
dynamics.14,17,20–22,32,44,45,48,49Such models postulate that the
dominant bubbles have the single bubble velocity given by
Eq. ~2! with a diameter that grows self-similarlyDb}hb .
This is tested in this section by analyzing output data from
the NS. The diameter is computed from the autocorrelation
function of the bubble front. However, it is found necessary
to characterize the entrainment or diffusion of heavy fluid
into the bubble because it reduces the density difference in
Eq. ~2! between the bubble and the upstream~heavy! fluid to
dr,rh2r l . Entrainment is expected from the vortical mo-
tion induced by the velocity shear at the bubble boundaries

FIG. 7. ~Color! Vertical profiles of ‘‘heavy’’ fluid volume fraction averaged over horizontal planes.~a! Early profiles atAgt2/L;3 for ALEGRA and;5 for all
other NS.~b! Late profiles atAgt2/L;14 for ALEGRA and;22 for all other NS. Lines are from NS and points are from LEM experiments.
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but it may be exacerbated in these NS because they are ini-
tiated with small scales that are marginally resolved. This
section describes the analysis of the NS data forDb /hb and
dr within the context of bubble dynamics~Fig. 14!.

A. Bubble diameter

The diameter of the dominant bubblesDb is obtained by
performing a correlation analysis of the bubble front

FIG. 8. ~Color! Evolution of integral mixing widthW scaled to~a! box width L and ~b! dominant initial modelp .

FIG. 9. ~Color! Evolution of spike amplitudehs scaled to~a! box width L and ~b! dominant initial modelp .
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Zb(x,y), which we define as the 2D isosurface wheref h

50.99. Two representations ofZb from TURMOIL3D are
shown in Fig. 15 forAgt2/L55 and 22. The top row shows
shaded surface plots forZb.0.75hb so that the leading
bubbles appear light. The bottom row shows the correspond-
ing 2D images in a more quantitative format with the height
indicated in the look-up table. The vertical domain is col-
lapsed to enhance the contrast: the dominant bubbles with
Zb>hb appear black and the region atZb,0.75hb appears
white. There are more than 20 dominant bubbles near
Agt2/L55 that coalesce to three larger bubbles byAgt2/L
522. All of the NS exhibit this self-similar growth as shown
in Figs. 16 and 17 for bubbles (Zb) and Figs. 18 and 19 for
spikes (Zs). The relative size of the bubbles and spikes are
similar in these NS except in the two PPM codesWP/PPMand
FLASH which exhibit relatively smaller diameters. This can-
not be attributed to viscosity since theWP/PPMhas a smaller
Ã;0.28 thanNAV/STK ~Ã;0.53! but it has a largerDb . We
also observe that the dominant bubbles and spikes are dis-

tributed throughout the cross section in most NS except
ALEGRA which has bubbles near the edges early in time.

The diameter of the dominant bubblesDb is obtained
from the correlation function

zb~x,y!5
(~Zb~x8,y8!2^Zb&!~Zb~x81x,y81y!2^Zb&!

(~Zb~x8,y8!2^Zb&!2

~19!

of the bubble frontZb(x,y), where the summations are per-
formed over 0<x8, y8,L. Representative images ofzb are
shown in Fig. 20 with the origin (x,y50) in the center. The
top two images are fromTURMOIL3D at Agt2/L55 and 22
and the lower images are fromALEGRA with IR at Agt2/L

FIG. 10. ~Color! Evolution of bubble amplitudehb scaled to~a! box width L and ~b! dominant initial modelp .

FIG. 11. Evolution of bubble amplitude fromTURMOIL3D for M256 ~solid!,
M128 ~dashed! and a 25632563512 zone simulation with initial perturba-
tions similar to M128~dotted!.

TABLE III. Alphas and self-similarity. ForAgt2/L>10.

Simulation

Alpha Diameter/Amplitude

Bubble Spike Bubble Spike

25632563512
TURMOIL3D 0.028 0.030 0.37 0.32
FLASH 0.022 0.027 0.44 0.38
NAV/STK 0.022 0.024 0.33 0.34
WP/PPM 0.024 0.026 0.43 0.31
HYDRA 0.029 0.027 0.34 0.27
12831283256
TURMOIL3D 0.027 0.042 0.35 0.30
RTI-3D 0.023 0.036 0.47 0.28
ALEGRA 0.024 0.038 0.29 0.23
ALEGRAIIR 0.030 0.054 0.24 0.19
HYDRA 0.024 0.030 0.26 0.17
HYDRAIIR 0.024 0.032 0.23 0.27
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53 and 14. The look-up-table has been modified so that
white corresponds to wherezb51 at the origin andzb50.3
for the contour corresponding to the bubble radius as dis-
cussed below. The bottom row shows the radial profiles of
the azimuthally averaged correlation function^zb&u for all of
the NS ~exceptHYDRA! with our standard color coding.zb

decreases from unity with the radial displacement at a rate
characteristic of the relative size and location of the domi-
nant bubbles. If the bubbles are distributed randomly,zb as-
ymptotes to a very small value, as indicated for bothALEGRA

images and forTURMOIL3D at Agt2/L55. ForTURMOIL3D at
Agt2/L522, there are three dominant bubbles that are

closely aligned near 45° in Fig. 20 and this produces the
oscillatory ridge inzb at 45° with a second peakzb50.38.
This oscillation is significantly smaller in the azimuthal av-
erage so that̂zb&u remains moderately well behaved.

The technique for extractingDb from ^zb&u was devel-
oped by analyzing test images with various round bubbles of
known sizes. It is found that the bubble radius corresponds to
the radial displacement wherêzb&u50.3. This value de-
pends slightly on the relative number and size of the bubbles
because they determine^Zb& in Eq. ~19!, but the uncertainty
is ,615% for our conditions. Another uncertainty is associ-
ated with the asymmetry in thezb50.3 contour~white! seen
in TURMOIL3D at Agt2/L522, which has a radius of 2.3 cm
at 45° and 1.3 cm at245°. Since the elongation is due to the

FIG. 12. ~Color! Evolution of ab obtained by differentiatinghb with respect toAgt2.

FIG. 13. Comparison ofab from NS ~points! and experiments in histogram
form. LEM is from Linear Electric Motor~Ref. 30!, RR from ‘‘rocket rig’’
~Ref. 24!, K from Kucherenkoet al. ~Ref. 27!, AS is from Andrews and
Spalding~Ref. 26!.

FIG. 14. Comparison ofab with other 3D simulations. Diamonds represent
current NS and circles represent previous NS. Those enclosed in boxes used
interface reconstruction or tracking.
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satellite peak inzb , the azimuthal average radius of 1.5 cm
is 15% larger than the intrinsic bubble radius~from 245°
profile!. We compensate for the asymmetry in this case by
choosing the 1.3 cm radius, but it is not necessary for the
other cases since the eccentricity is,1.1. To summarize, the
bubble radius is taken to be the radial displacement where
^zb&u50.3 and the combined error is estimated to be
;620%.

The values ofDb /hb from the NS~diamonds! are com-
pared with each other and LEM experiments30 ~circles! in
Fig. 21. As withab , only the late time values are used so
that it is less sensitive to the initial conditions. The NS give
Db /hb;0.38625% and Ds /hs;0.31625% compared to
0.4610% and 0.2610% from the LEM. Using Daly’s sug-
gestion Eq.~8!, these results would correspond tolb /hb

;0.51625% from the NS in good agreement with 0.54
615% from the LEM.

B. Entrainment and diffusion

The entrainment or diffusion of heavy fluid into the
bubbles is also important because they increase the effective
bubble density torb.r l and this reduces their buoyancy and
thus their velocity}A(rh2rb)gDb. There are two plausible
mechanisms for entrainment involving~1! the vortices gen-
erated at the bubble boundaries due to the velocity shear and
~2! mode coupling. The vortical motion folds heavy fluid into
the bubbles with short scale spirals that become either en-

trained or atomically mixed in the NS with and without IR,
respectively. Mode coupling can also enhance diffusion be-
cause the daughter products are both at shorter and longer
wavelengths (k6dk) than the parent modes. Thek1dk
mode is poorly resolved in these NS because it has only a
few zones/wavelength and this exacerbates the numerical
diffusion. Unfortunately, the NS never recover from this dif-
fusion because subsequent generations of bubbles are com-
prised of mixed fluid. The density increase can be character-
ized in two related ways, namely, by directly calculating the
density in the bubbles near the front or indirectly from the
atomic mixing parameteru.

The densification of bubbles is seen directly in the
sample vertical density slices in Fig. 22 from each NS late in
time. The bubbles appear gray rather than black~except with
IR! and this signifies that they have intermediate densities
r l,rb,rh as indicated by the look-up table. Sample verti-
cal density profiles through the dominant bubbles are shown
in Fig. 23 at the location of the dotted lines in Fig. 22. The
densities are in the range of 2–2.5 g/cm3 without IR, whereas
rb toggles betweenr l and rh with IR. To obtainrb consis
tently with and without IR, we compute averages for the
leading bubbles within a radiusDb/2 of the highest bubble
tip. This is exemplified for vertical slices of density and ver-
tical velocity in Fig. 24 from TURMOIL3D without IR at
Agt2/L522 and with IR fromALEGRA at Agt2/L514. The
averages are computed for the region between by the bubble

FIG. 15. ~Color! Bubble fronts in the
region Zb(x,y);0.75– 1hb from
TURMOIL3D. Top row shows shaded
surface plots. Bottom row shows cor-
responding false color images with
look-up table.
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front Zb(x,y) ~solid line! and the maximum (Zb)2Db/2
~dashed line! in the vertical slices~top row!. For example,
there are 1.53105 zones in the bubble samples with an av-
eragerb52.35 g/cm23 and Vb50.7 cm/s forTURMOIL3D at

Agt2/L522 and there are 5800 sample zones withrb

52.0 g/cm23 and Vb50.71 cm/s for ALEGRA at Agt2/L
514. The corresponding values for all NS are summarized in
Table IV. The bottom row in Fig. 23 shows horizontal slices

FIG. 16. ~Color! Early false color images of BUBBLE FRONTS with look-up table representingZb;0.75– 1hb . Time corresponds toAgt2/L;3 for ALEGRA

and;5 for all other NS.

FIG. 17. ~Color! Late false color images of BUBBLE FRONTS with look-up table representingZb;0.75– 1hb . Time corresponds toAgt2/L;14 for ALEGRA

and;22 for all other NS.
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at the height of the dashed lines in the top row. The dashed
lines in the bottom row indicate the location of the vertical
slices on top. ForTURMOIL3D, the diffusion of heavy fluid
into the bubbles is evident because the bubbles are lighter

than black (rb.1 g/cm23). For ALEGRA with IR, the diffu-
sion is limited to the interfacial zones, but the entrainment
can be seen by comparing the density and velocity images.
The density images show bubbles with light fluid~black!

FIG. 18. ~Color! Early false color images of SPIKE FRONTS with look-up table representingZs;0.75– 1hb . Time corresponds toAgt2/L;3 for ALEGRA

and;5 for all other NS.

FIG. 19. ~Color! Late false color images of SPIKE FRONTS with look-up table representingZs;0.75– 1hb . Time corresponds toAgt2/L;14
for ALEGRA and;22 for all other NS.
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surrounding heavy fluid~white! but the velocity images
show a light central core indicating that both fluids within
the bubbles are co-moving. This can also be seen in Fig. 25
by plotting the density vs velocity in zones within the aver-
aging region. Without IR,TURMOIL3D exhibits densities
.1.7 g/cm3. With IR, ALEGRA shows a bimodal density dis-
tribution with 21% pure light fluid and 30% pure heavy fluid,
both of which have similar velocities. This is a clear indica-
tion that the heavy fluid is entrained with the light fluid in the
bubbles. The remaining 49% of the zones have intermediate
densities due to numerical smearing in the interfacial zones.

The degree of interfluid mixing can also be characterized
by the molecular mixing profile

FIG. 20. ~Color! Correlation images fromTURMOIL3D ~top row! andALEGRA

with IR ~middle row! and average profiles for all NS.

FIG. 21. Aspect raio~diameter/amplitude! of bubbles~solid! and spikes
~open! from LEM experiments~circles! and the present NS~diamonds!.

FIG. 22. 2D density slices showing
dominant bubbles atAgt2/L;14 for
ALEGRA and ;22 for all other NS.
Dotted lines indicate location of den-
sity profiles in Fig. 23.
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u~z!5
^ f hf l&

^ f h&^ f l&
. ~20!

u50 signifies no mixing such as att50 andu51 indicates
complete molecular mixing. Late time profiles ofu are ex-
emplified in Fig. 26 for all NS with our standard color cod-

FIG. 23. ~Color! Density profiles through dominant bubbles indicated by
dotted lines in Fig. 22.

FIG. 24. ~Color! Vertical and horizontal slices of density and vertical velocity in cgs units atAgt2/L;22 for TURMOIL3D and at;14 for ALEGRA with IR.
Dashed lines indicate position of complementary images.

TABLE IV. Effective bubble density, global molecular mixing parameter,
and multimode Froude-type number Fr.

Simulation rb Q Fr

25632563512
TURMOIL3D 2.35 0.79 1.00
FLASH 2.46 0.80 0.89
NAV/STK 2.56 0.80 1.04
WP/PPM 2.43 0.79 0.91
HYDRA 2.42 0.80 0.95
12831283256
TURMOIL3D 2.38 0.80 1.01
RTI-3D 2.72 0.84 0.92
ALEGRA 2.51 0.77 0.92
ALEGRAIIR 1.98 0.28 0.93
HYDRA 2.40 0.78 0.94
HYDRAIIR 2.09 0.27 0.84
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ing. The NS without IR have similar valuesu;0.8 and
ALEGRA andHYDRA with IR haveu;0.3 due to the numeri-
cal smearing in the interfacial zones. The spikes (Z,0) ex-
hibit a slightly larger value ofu than bubbles (Z.0) possi-
bly because they are narrower than bubbles~Fig. 20! and the
diffusion scale represents a larger fraction of their size. It is
also useful to define the global molecular mixing parameter
as

Q[
*^ f hf l&dz

*^ f h&^ f l&dz
~21!

because it is proportional to the total reaction rate if the two
fluids are reactive, but it is within 1% of the average value of
u across the mixing zone. The values ofQ;0.8, as summa-
rized in Table IV, are similar to the 0.7 observed by Wilson
and Andrews77 and calculated in direct NS~DNS! by Cook
and Zhou.78 The temporal variation ofQ is shown in Fig. 27
for TURMOIL3D NS M256 ~solid line! and M128 ~dashed
line!. Points from the other NS are also shown at early and
late times. The molecular mixing increases to a steady value
of 0.8 atAgt2/l0;30 which is near the nonlinear saturation
of the imposed modes as discussed in Sec. IV. This is impor-
tant because the larger bubbles that dominate later in time are
constructed of the earlier smaller bubbles which are heavily
mixed, and molecular mixing is not reversible. Thus, the
larger bubbles also have a smaller density contrast than the
initial value and this may contribute to the reduced value of
ab .

The relation betweenQ andrb is shown in Fig. 28. The
points are from the NS with the open and solid points being

at early and late times. For example,Q;0.79 forTURMOIL3D

without IR and this corresponds torb;2.35 g/cm3. With IR,
ALEGRA has Q;0.28 due to the zones at the interface be-
tween the pure fluids. Near the midplane, Andrews suggests
the following relation:

rb;rh2~rh2r l !A12Q ~22!

which is represented by the line in Fig. 28. The bubble den-
sities from the NS generally exceed Eq.~22!, but they both
indicate that the bubble density increases with molecular
mixing.

FIG. 25. Point by point distribution of vertical velocity vs density from~a!
TURMOIL3D and ~b! ALEGRA with IR from Fig. 24.TURMOIL3D has no points
with pure fluid andALEGRA has 51% of the points with pure fluid~21% with
density,1.05 g/cm3 and 30% have.2.7 g/cm3! even with IR.

FIG. 26. ~Color! Vertical profile of molecular mixing parameteru.

FIG. 27. Evolution of global molecular mixing parameterQ. Lines from
TURMOIL3D for M256 ~solid! and M128~dashed! and points from other NS
fro M256 ~solid! and M128~dashed!.
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C. Effective Froude-type number of dominant bubbles

Using our values ofDb andrb , it is possible to infer an
effective Froude-type number Fr for the dominant bubbles
once their velocityVb is determined. This is done for the
same bubble volume used in calculatingrb , namely, the re-
gion bounded by the bubble frontZb(x,y) and the maximum
(Zb)2Db/2 as exemplified in Fig. 24 for a 2D slice. Then,
the effective Froude-type number is defined as

Fr[
Vb

A~rh2rb!gDb/2rh

. ~23!

In order to asses the effect of entrainment, it is also useful to
define a Froude-like number using the initial densities,
namely,

Fr0[
Vb

A~rh2r l !gDb/2rh

. ~24!

Both values are compared with experiments in histogram
form in Fig. 29. The population from the NS give values of
Fr0;0.4960.09, which is similar to the value of 0.56 calcu-
lated from potential flow for a square periodic lattice of
bubbles. However, this agreement may be fortuitous because
Fr0 does not use the actual diluted bubble density due to
entrainment and diffusion. When the actual bubble densities
are used, the NS give Fr;0.9460.06 which agrees with the
previous experiments: Lewis7 reported Fr;1.1, Glimm and
Li46 found Fr;1.1 for the RR,24 and the LEM experiments30

obtain Fr;0.8960.08, all assuming no entrainment. Scorer8

found a significant amount of entrainment in rising plumes
and deduced Fr;1.2.

To summarize, the NS clearly show that the bubbles
have entrained heavy fluid and these exhibit a Fr;0.94 in
agreement with experiments. Such a value disagrees with the
;1/2 obtained from a potential flow model for a bubble in a
tight tube10 or a square periodic lattice.12 This may be due to

an envelope instability32,46 or to the fact that RT bubbles
resemble isolated bubbles in an open bath rather than in a
tight tube or array. Remember, Davies and Taylor6 found that
Fr increased from 1/2 to 2/3 for lenticular bubbles when the
container was enlarged. The physical basis for this behavior
is that the spike counterflow velocity is significantly larger
when the boundaries are nearby and this increases the drag
on the bubbles.9 For RT bubbles, Fr may exceed 2/3 because
they are more cylindrical~ellipsoidal! rather than lenticular
and such bodies have yet smaller drag coefficients.58

VI. ENERGY BUDGET

A complementary method for estimatingab involves
global energy balance since the overturning of density due to
RT mixing in the gravitational field releases potential energy
depending only on the horizontally averaged vertical density
profile ^r&. For A;0, ^r& is nearly symmetric inZ with hb

;hs5h and ^r& varies almost linearly betweenrh and r l .
This is a reasonable approximation as seen in Fig. 7. Then,
the decrease in potential energy becomes

dP5E
2h

0

~r l2^r&!gzdz1E
0

h

~^r&2rh!gzdz

;
~rh2r l !gh2

6
. ~25!

FIG. 28. Density of dominant bubblesrb vs global mixing parameterQ.
Points are NS at early~open! and late~solid! times and line is from Eq.~22!.

FIG. 29. ~Color! Asymptotic Froude-type number of dominant bubbles from
~a! NS and~b! experiments.
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The directed kinetic energy is more difficult to evaluate
because the density and velocity fluctuations are correlated.
However, forrh;r l the densities can be replaced by their
average with only a minor error and the average velocity can
be estimated byVz;ḣ. This gives a vertical kinetic energy
of

Kz5
1

2L2 E2h

h

rVz
2dxdydz5

r l1rh

2
ḣ2h ~26!

and a ratio

Kz

dP
5

3ḣ2

Agh
512ab . ~27!

This implies an upper bound ofab;0.08 if there are no
other energy sinks, i.e., ifKz;dP.

However, the dissipated energyEd and the kinetic en-
ergy in the horizontal directionsKx and Ky must also be
considered because they affect the global energy balance by

dP5Kz1Kx1Ky1Ed[K1Ed . ~28!

The ratio of total kinetic and potential energies in the NS is
represented by the dark histogram in Fig. 30. The NS obtain
K/dP;0.4660.04 which means that more than 50% of the
liberated energy is dissipated. The ratio ofKx1Ky to Kz is
also represented in Fig. 30 by the light histogram and has a
sample average of 0.5860.04. Combining energy balance
with Eq. ~27! yields

ab;
K/dP

12@11~Kx1Ky!/Kz#
. ~29!

With no energy dissipationK/dP;1, Eq. ~28! yields ab

;0.053 for (Kx1Ky)/Kz;0.58 in agreement with experi-
mental measurements. With the observedK/dP;0.46 in
these NS, Eq.~29! yieldsab;0.024 which is consistent with
our simulation results. A code by code comparison is shown
in Fig. 31 by plotting the observedab with that calculated
from Eq. ~29!. Again, there is reasonable agreement on the
sample average ofab , but there is a single point outside the
error bars atab5(0.02,0.03) fromALEGRA with IR. The
calculated value from Eq.~29! is low ab50.02 because the
kinetic energy is lowK/dP;0.38. This is currently not un-
derstood except to say that theALEGRA calculation with IR is
the shortest in terms ofAgt2/lp and may have not yet
reached an asymptotic state.

Within this picture, energy dissipation is identified for
the reducedab obtained in the NS. This may be reconciled
with the observed buoyancy reduction described in Sec. V if
species diffusion can be related to energy dissipation.

VII. FLUCTUATION SPECTRA

The fluctuations are analyzed by Fourier transforming
the volume fraction in the horizontal plane at the original
interface. Late time images off l at Z50 are shown in Fig.
32 for the specified NS. The NS in the top row are for M256
and exhibit much more fine scale features than those in the
bottom row for M128. The NS without IR have significant
molecular mixing ~gray! and this is manifested with a

smaller variancê f l
2&2^ f l&

2;0.05 than 0.18 with IR. But,
even though IR keeps the fluids segregated, the correlation of
velocity and density indicates that there is co-moving light
and heavy~entrained! fluid and this is manifested withrb

;2 g/cm23. In addition, IR does seem to enhance small
scale features.

The scale distribution is characterized here by the
‘‘power spectrum’’

F~N![2pN^ f l~N!2&u , ~30!

where^ f l(N)2&u is the azimuthal average~in k-space! of the
square of the Fourier transformf l(N) and N is the mode
numberkL/2p. With this normalization, the sum ofF(N)
from N51 to the Nyquist limit~Ny5256/2 or 128/2! equals
the variance off l , namely,

^ f l
2&2^ f l&

25 (
N51

Ny

F~N!. ~31!

Figure 33 comparesF(N) from the various NS with the
standard color coding at~a! early and~b! late times. The
spectral peaks decrease fromN;4 – 10 in ~a! to 2–3 in ~b!

FIG. 30. Histogram of energy ratios: kinetic/potential5K/dP and
horizontal/vertical5(Kx1Ky)/Kz .

FIG. 31. Comparison ofab from NS and energy model Eq.~29!.
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consistent with the self-similar evolution oflb observed ear-
lier. Then the spectra exhibit a region of Kolmogorov type
behavior asN25/3 ~gray line!. In the later stages when the
separation between the inertial;lb and dissipation scales is
large, the spectral index is found to be21.4 to21.8. Above
some critical mode numberNcrt , the spectra decrease pre-
cipitously with indices in the range23 to 25 except for210
for FLASH. Ncrt is defined by the intersection point of the
N25/3 region and a power law fit~line on log–log plot! to the
dissipative part of the spectrum.

Ncrt compares favorably to the Kolmogorov mode num-
ber NKol5L/lKol , where

lKol5~v3/e!1/4. ~32!

The specific dissipation rate/volume is taken to be

e;
1

r l1rh

d

dt S Ed

2hD;S 12
K

dPD Ag

12

dh

dt
. ~33!

Then, with the amplitude given by Eq.~1!, the kinetic and
potential energies described in the previous section, and the
numerical viscosity given by Eq.~8!, we obtain

lKol;S 6Ã3

~12K/dP!ab
D 1/4S D

Agt2
D 1/8

2pD. ~34!

lKol depends mainly on the viscosity throughÃ andD, and
is typically 3–5 zones wide. As shown in Fig. 34,NKol

5L/lKol is found to increase linearly withNcrt with a corre-
lation coefficient;0.9. This implies that the numerical vis-
cosities obtained from the single mode study accurately gov-
ern energy dissipation since the slopesNcrt /NKol are near
unity ~1.02 early and 1.05 late!.

It is interesting to note that the most unstable modelp

with viscosity is almost identical tolKol . This can be seen
by comparing Eqs.~15! and ~34!, namely,

lp

lKol
;S ~12K/dP!ab

6 D 1/4S Agt2

D D 1/8 2

Ã1/12
;1. ~35!

This is physically reasonable and supports the use of the well
known single mode evolution to quantitatively evaluate the
numerical viscosity.

It is also interesting to note that if the well resolved~low
N! portion of the spectrum is an accurate representation of
what should be a Kolmogorov spectrum, it is possible to
estimate how well the NS perform as the zoning is varied.
This is done by comparing the actual variance off l given by
Eq. ~31! to the ideal variance in the limit of zero viscosity,
namely,

~^ f l
2&2^ f l&

2! Ideal5 (
N51

Ncrt

F~N!1 (
Ncrt11

`

cN25/3, ~36!

where the constantc is obtained by fittingN25/3 to the com-
puted spectrum forN,Ncrt . Then, the fraction of the vari-
ance off l described by the NS can be estimated as

^ f l
2&2^ f l&

2

~^ f l
2&2^ f l&

2! Ideal

5
(N51

Ny F~N!

(N51
Ncrt F~N!1(Ncrt11

` cN25/3
. ~37!

Remember, the variance in the NS is represented by the nu-
merator and an ideal Kolmogorov variance with no dissipa-
tion is represented by the denominator. This ‘‘explained frac-
tion’’ is shown in Fig. 35~a! and Table V to increase with
Ncrt}NKol}L/D. The late points~solid! have an average
;91% compared to;78% earlier in time~open! because the
spectra have broadened due to the self-similar growth of the
inertial range. Please note the 50% offset in the ordinate
since this analysis is not meaningful for narrow spectraNcrt

!10.

FIG. 32. Volume fraction of ‘‘light’’ fluid atZ50 for late time.
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The lines are calculated for an ideal Kolmogorov spec-
trum as

^ f l
2&2^ f l&

2

~^ f l
2&2^ f l&

2! Ideal

5
(Nmin

Ncrt N25/3

(Nmin

` N25/3
~38!

by assuming that there is zero contribution below the inertial
rangeN,Nmin;L/lb21 and from the dissipative part of the
spectrumN.NKol . The late~solid! points lie between the

Nmin;1–2 lines and the early~open! points agree with
Nmin;5 consistent with the spectra in Fig. 33. The points and
lines in Fig. 35~a! can be consolidated by plotting the ‘‘ex-
plained fraction’’ vsNcrt /Nmin because it represents the im-
portant dynamic range between the inertial and dissipation
scales. From Fig. 33,Nmin for the NS is taken as 4 and 1 for
the early and late data, respectively. The agreement is sur-
prising given the simplifying assumptions and the variation
suggests two important points. First, the strong initial in-
crease suggests that the spectral width must exceed
Ncrt /Nmin;lb /lKol;5 – 10 to obtain an accurate~.50%!
representation of RT turbulence. Second, it is numerically
costly to obtain.95% accuracy since the improvement in
performance withNcrt;NKol}D29/8 is weak. For example,
the zoning would have to be increased almost tenfold to
recover the 5% not described by these 25632563512 simu-
lations.

VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper describes a comparative study of the multi-
mode RT instability in the limit of strong mode coupling.
This is done by imposing only short wavelength perturba-
tions so that the asymptotic self-similar evolution to longer
wavelengths progresses solely by the nonlinear coupling of
saturated modes. This study is performed with a variety of
MILES described in Sec. II from different institutions by
quantitatively comparing the results with theory and experi-
ments from the viewpoint of single mode growth, self-
similar bubble dynamics, energy balance and spectral analy-

FIG. 33. ~Color! Power spectrum of volume fraction at original interfaceZ50 for ~a! early and~b! late times using standard color coding. Gray line represents
Kolmogorov-type spectrum}N25/3.

FIG. 34. Critical mode numberNcrt vs Kolmogorov mode numberNKol .
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sis. The numerical results are found to be converged by
zoning, physically self-consistent and in reasonable agree-
ment with previous direct NS~DNS!, experiments and
theory. The main difference is that the bubble acceleration
parameter is found to beab;0.02560.003@when the origi-
nal A is used in Eq.~1!# compared toab;0.05760.008 in
the experiments. It is possible that this difference is due to
numerical artifacts, but we believe thatab from these NS is
only the contribution from mode coupling and represents a
lower bound. We study this limit first because the associated
ab should be insensitive to the initial conditions since it is
dominated by the non-linear interaction of short wavelength
modes of ‘‘intrinsic’’ scales (hk;l) near saturation. We con-
sider it to be fundamentally important to know if this growth
coupling limit represents the typical experimental conditions
because it would affect mix models. However, this limit is
stressful computationally because the parent modes couple
nonlinearly to both shorter and longer wavelength modes and
the former produce significant fine-scale entrainment or dif-
fusion. When the fine-scale dilution of the bubbles is ac-
counted for as described in Sec. V and discussed below, the
NS and experiments are in better agreement. In the experi-
ments, the largerab could be due to a smaller amount of

fine-scale dilution and/or the presence of long wavelengths
perturbations with amplitude.1024/k,20,21,31,34,40,49 and
these may be related. Clearly, more simulations79 and mea-
surements are ultimately required to clarify these issues. Our
results are summarized as follows.

The NS are first compared with theory by conducting 3D
single mode zoning studies as described in Sec. III. At small
amplitude, the observed exponential growth rateG is typi-
cally better than 80% of classical when there are more than 8
zones/l. For fewer zones, a numerical viscosityv}AgD3 is
inferred by fitting the analyticalG with that observed. At
large amplitude, the bubble terminal velocity is found to be
within 90% of that predicted by potential flow when there
are more than 8 zones/l.

The multimode study was designed to investigate the
mode-coupling limit by imposing only short wavelength per-
turbations: modes 32–64 for 25632563512 zones and
16–32 for 12831283256 zones. In the initial phaseAgt2

,100lp , the growth is rapid due to the amplification of the
imposed modes and consistent with the marginally resolved
single mode growth rate at;8 zones/l. Subsequently, the
flow is dominated by longer wavelength modes that have
grown self-similarly via mode coupling. Since these modes
are better resolved, the NS are expected to be even more
accurate in this phase. As a result, the two zone resolutions
give the same asymptotic values ofab .

The fidelity of the multimode NS is evaluated by con-
ducting a spectral analysis of the volume fraction fluctua-
tions at the midplane as described in Sec. VII. The NS with-
out IR exhibit Kolmogorov power spectra~index ;25/3!
between the inertial rangelb and the dissipation scale. The
latter agrees with the Kolmogorov scalelKol;3D calculated
with our numerical viscosity inferred from linear theory.
Since lb grows with hb , the spectral dynamic range in-
creases tolb /lKol;60 near the end of the NS and this im-
plies that our NS resolve over 90% of the fluctuations com-
pared to an idealized (v⇒0) Kolmogorov spectrum.

It is found that the scale at which energy is dissipated is
proportional to the zone size but the amount of dissipation
remains constant at;50% of the converted potential energy
in agreement with true DNS.78 This is important since it is

FIG. 35. Fraction of ideal Kolmog-
orov spectrum described by NS. Lines
given by Eq.~38!.

TABLE V. Energy budget and spectral characteristics.

Simulation

Kinetic/potential
energies

~%!

Ncrt NKol

Actual/ideal
f 1 variance

~%!
RatioEarly Late

25632563512
TURMOIL3D 50 52 62 79 94
FLASH 33 47 51 92
NAV/STK 47 45 56 41 91
WP/PPM 39 48 73 67 93
HYDRA 43 41 52 67 93
12831283256
TURMOIL3D 54 49 32 36 90
RTI-3D 39 43 34 38 91
ALEGRA 41 46 27 19 88
ALEGRAIIR 40 38
HYDRA 38 41 30 29 90
HYDRAIIR 36 37
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possible at smallA to link ab to the directed kinetic/potential
energy as described in Sec. VI.

The multimode NS are also compared to models of self-
similar bubble dynamics~Secs. I and V! because the models
have been important in understanding the RT instability. The
cornerstone of these models is the well known~and ac-
cepted! terminal bubble velocity Eq.~2! which depends on
the bubble sizeDb or lb , the effective density contrastdr
and the proportionality constant Fr. IfDb}hb , then Eq.~1!
solves Eq.~2! with ab}Fr2 dr Db /hb @e.g., Eq.~3!#. Such
self-similar growth can occur by~1! coupling of smaller
saturated bubbles or~2! amplification of ambient modes of
successively longerl. The first is a merger process that is
insensitive to the initial conditions because it involves the
nonlinear coupling of modes with ‘‘intrinsic’’ scaleshk;l
near saturation. The second is a competition process that
depends weakly on the initial perturbations because the small
amplitude growth is exponential. In these simulations, the
diameter of the dominant bubbles is obtained by autocorre-
lation analysis~Sec. V! and it is found to increase self-
similarly Db /hb;0.38625% in agreement with LEM
measurements30 Db /hb;0.41615% nearA;0.5.

However, in order to describe the velocity of the domi-
nant bubbles and thusab , it is necessary to account for the
density dilution due to small-scale mixing or entrainment.
This is quantified in Fig. 29 in terms of the proportionality
constant Fr in Eqs.~2!, ~23!, and~24!. In these NS, we obtain
Fr;0.49 by assuming bubbles with the original densityrb

5r l and Fr;0.94 by using the actual diluted bubble density
rb;2 – 2.5r l . In RT experiments, it was found that
Fr;0.9–1.1~Refs. 7, 30, 46! assuming no fine-scale mixing
or entrainment because of the significant surface tension. For
highly miscible plumes,8 a value of Fr;1.2 was obtained
when normalized for the observed density dilution. These
results indicate that the our NS without IR exhibit significant
fine-scale mixing similar to true DNS,78 miscible plumes,8

and miscible RT experiments.77,80 In our NS with IR, fine-
scale mixing is replaced by an equivalent entrainment and
this leads to similar values ofrb and thusab . The dilution
may have been small in most of the RT experiments24–30

reporting anab because of the high Schmidt number or sur-
face tension. For example, in the LEM experiments,30 ab

increased by only 20% when the surface tension was in-
creased 50-fold.

These issues are not yet resolved and should be investi-
gated both numerically and experimentally. For example,
simulations with various front-tracking methods would be
very useful in investigating the effect of fine-scale mixing
and entrainment. However, these effects may depend on the
initial conditions.21,40 Inogamov21 suggests that true self-
similar behavior (ab independent of time! occurs only for an
initial k22 spectrum and thatab increases logarithmically
with the initial amplitude. Simulations by Lindenet al.40

suggest thatab can be increased fromab;0.035 by adding
long wavelength modes with amplitude>0.001l. Modes
with amplitude >0.01l must be added whenab;0.06.
Dimonte49 attempts to quantify the dependence ofab and
lb /hb on initial conditions by applying Haan’s saturation
model50,51 to bubble dynamics. With large long wavelength

perturbations, the fine-scale dilution that characterizes the
mode-coupling limit may be reduced since the nonlinear
coupling to short wavelength modes is smaller. In experi-
ments, it is important to measure the initial conditions, but
this may be difficult because they are small and may be
augmented in transit by vibrations.49 In addition, fine-scale
mixing would best be measured directly with reactive fluids
because methods employing laser sheets are prone to error
when the laser intensity is not uniform in both directions.

Finally, if anyone is interested in repeating these calcu-
lations with their own numerical methods, please contact
dimonte@lanl.gov or any of the other authors for an elec-
tronic form of the initial conditions.
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